
 Sheffield 
 Restaurants



 Silversmiths
Silversmiths ethos is to select the best Yorkshire 
produce, support regional farmers and bring their 
customers a true field to plate experience. 100% 
of their suppliers are Yorkshire based and 60% are 
Sheffield based. The restaurant thinks in seasonal 
terms which means their menus change daily.

0114 270 6160 
Covers: 60 

Private Dining from 30

This collection of restaurants has been selected by the team at Marketing 
Sheffield as ideal for groups of conference delegates or for private dining events 

for medium to large groups.

They are all located within the central area of the city within walking distance of our 
main venues such as Sheffield City Hall, Sheffield Hallam University, Cutlers’ Hall 
and Sheffield Town Hall and also close to our city centre hotels.

Further suggestions for restaurants, both in the city centre and further afield, can 
be found at www.welcometosheffield.co.uk/visit/food-and-drink or call the team on 
0114 273 5978 for further advice.



 Aagrah
Recently awarded “Best Restaurant Group in the 
UK” at the prestigious British Curry Awards, the 
Aagrah experience is designed to overwhelm you 
with a complete sensory journey, encompassing the 
rich cultural ambiance and truly remarkable culinary 
sensation of Kashmiri cuisine. Authentic dishes, 
impeccable service and maximum comfort await you.

0114 279 5577 
Covers: 200

 Marco’s 0114 399 0990 
Covers: 94

Marcos chefs work tirelessly to deliver simple yet 
exquisite Italian New York cuisine. The menu delves 
into the traditional while adding an inventive twist. Its 
diversity offers something for every taste and palette 
from fresh pastas to steaks. Of course, no Italian meal 
is complete without sampling the desserts, and every 
sweet tooth is rewarded at Marco’s. You can choose 
from a wide range of puddings such as; Tiramisu, 
New York cheesecake and semifreddo with hazelnut 
nougatine. Each dish is carefully prepared using fresh, 
locally sourced ingredients.



 Piccolino
Piccolino are committed to serving seasonally inspired cooking and providing great 
service in superbly designed restaurants, each with its own individually distinct 
characteristics. The experienced team of chefs prepare all of the dishes in the 
restaurants daily from scratch, using carefully sourced ingredients. 

0114 275 2698 
Covers: 110 (+ 80 terrace)

 Ego

Ego is all about bringing you the best of the varied 
flavours from the Mediterranean countries, in a fresh, 
modern environment with warm friendly service and 
outstanding value. The restaurants are individually 
designed and operated by brilliant people with the 
emphasis on quality food and service, entertainment 
and local community.

0114 278 2004 
Covers: 125



 Cubana
Sample the authentic Cuban surroundings, unique 
Cuban ambience & welcoming Latino vibe at one of 
Sheffield's best restaurants. Mix this together with 
the delicious Spanish/South American cuisine and 
the best in Latin music - all the right ingredients for a 
quality evening.

0114 276 0475 
Covers: 120 

Private Dining up to 32

 Wig and Pen
The Wig and Pen’s new 
contemporary seasonal 
menus are constantly 
evolving to reflect their 
use of fresh, locally-
sourced produce and offer 
a wide variety of choices 
so diners can find dishes 
to suit their palette and 
appetite.

0114 272 2150 
Covers: 100 

Private Dining  10-30



 The Chimney House
Perched on the historic waterways of Kelham 
Island, Sheffield, The Chimney House is the 
location for the ultimate in Private Dining.

Revel in the delight of having your event 
planned to perfection. They will host your 
guests in the ambiently beautiful surrounds 
of this historic building with stacks and stacks 
of candles, English florals, hedgerow finds 
& fine food selected from the seven hills of 
Sheffield. Make your choice from the Sharing 
Tables, House Feasts, Laden Tables or Great 
Northern Pies.

They provide a beautiful dining experience  – 
one which is ultimately private and chic with 
amazing quality. Food is created by award 
winning chefs, all of their food is grown 
and sourced locally, and made fresh in their 
kitchens; from vegetables, breads and pastry, 
thorough to pies, sauces, preserves and own 
cured meats and fish. 

0114 276 7885 
Covers: 20 - 50

 Crystal

Situated in the heart of Sheffield City Centre, Crystal 
was designed and built on and around the Courtyard 
of the old Cutlery & Scissor factory on Carver Street 
& Carver Lane and the building dates back to the 19th 
Century.

Its innovative design incorporates elements of old and 
new; and with much of the original building and its 
quirky features remaining, Crystal offers a truly unique 
setting for a fantastic event. At Crystal they pride 
themselves on providing a successful and creative 
venue to host a wide range of events and functions 
ranging from intimate celebrations to large corporate 
events. 

0114 272 5926  
Covers: 30 - 450


